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Chapter 1 : 3 Ways to Cite a Kindle eBook - wikiHow
Automatically cite an E-Book or PDF in APA, Chicago, Harvard, or MLA style format. Instant and free! Create your
citations, reference lists and bibliographies automatically using the APA, MLA, Chicago, or Harvard referencing styles.

In the meantime, writers who wish to include the ECLI when citing cases from the Court of Justice of the
European Union should treat it much like a neutral citation, adding it after the case name and before the report
citation. This number should be cited in the form: Ebooks If the ebook provides the same page numbers as in
the printed publication, cite the ebook as if it was the printed book. It may be helpful to refer to a footnote to
indicate the relevant text as in the second and third example. However, in the third example there are three
pages of Kindle text between footnotes 15 and If you can locate a hard copy of the book use that in
preference, unless you can pinpoint accurately without the page number. Book reviews Cite a book review in
the same way as a journal article, but without the quote marks. Radio programmes Cite the name of the
speaker if a direct quote , the title of the programme, the radio station and the date of the programme. If
available online, include the url and date of access. Include the url web address and date of access if it is
helpful for finding the speech. The third example on page 39 is a speech by Lord Bingham. So, for a hard copy
book: Also consider elements of the style advice for websites and blogs section 3. For the OED online, open
the full entry for the word, and click on the Cite button top right above the definition. Follow that example,
tidying it up to make it consistent with OSCOLA styles eg, change change double quotes to single and full
stops to commas, removing those that are unnecessary; change OED Online to italics; change Oxford
University Press to OUP and put it before the date; and remove http: For other online dictionaries, follow the
general advice above. You need a date of publication or at least a date of access ie when you looked at it , as
they are generally updated regularly. The examples below include a suggestion for citing the comments of a
particular person. If referring to comments by someone in particular, add that information as you would a
pinpoint, before the url. Another alternative, particularly if the podcast is quite long, would be to provide the
minutes and seconds of the excerpt: General questions Which journals use square brackets in the citation?
Journals that use the year rather than a consecutive number to identify the volume have the year shown in
square brackets, as shown in the following citation: A partial list of square bracket journals:
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Chapter 2 : MLA Citation Style: How to format a book citation
MLA eBook Citation Examples are not double-spaced, but your Works Cited list should be double-spaced Examples do
not show indented lines after the first line, but yours should be indented.

Shortened notes using titles rather than publication dates would look like this in the article: When using
manual links it is easy to introduce errors such as duplicate anchors and unused references. Parenthetical
referencing Further information: Parenthetical referencing While most articles use footnote citations as
described in the above sections, some articles use a parenthetical referencing style. Here, short citations in
parentheses, such as Smith , p. Full details of each source used are given in a full citation, e. Cambridge
University Press, Several forms of short citation are used in Wikipedia; see Short citations above. The inline
citation and full citation may be linked using a template see linking inline and full citations ; as with other
citation templates, these should not be added to articles without consensus. This is how it looks in the edit box:
The Sun is pretty big Miller , p. The Sun is also quite hot Miller , p. This is how it looks in the article:
References Brown, R The Sun, Academic Press. Notice that, unlike footnotes, parenthetical references are
placed before adjacent punctuation such as commas and periods. CITESTYLE While citations should aim to
provide the information listed above, Wikipedia does not have a single house style , though citations within
any given article should follow a consistent style. Although nearly any consistent style may be used, avoid
all-numeric date formats other than YYYY-MM-DD, because of the ambiguity concerning which number is
the month and which the day. Variation in citation methods WP: The arbitration committee ruled in
Wikipedia does not mandate styles in many different areas; these include but are not limited to American vs.
British spelling, date formats, and citation style. Where Wikipedia does not mandate a specific style, editors
should not attempt to convert Wikipedia to their own preferred style, nor should they edit articles for the sole
purpose of converting them to their preferred style, or removing examples of, or references to, styles which
they dislike. As with spelling differences , it is normal practice to defer to the style used by the first major
contributor or adopted by the consensus of editors already working on the page, unless a change in consensus
has been achieved. If the article you are editing is already using a particular citation style, you should follow
it; if you believe it is inappropriate for the needs of the article, seek consensus for a change on the talk page. If
you are the first contributor to add citations to an article, you may choose whichever style you think best for
the article. If all or most of the citations in an article consist of bare URLs, or otherwise fail to provide needed
bibliographic data â€” such as the name of the source, the title of the article or web page consulted, the author
if known , the publication date if known , and the page numbers where relevant â€” then that would not count
as a "consistent citation style" and can be changed freely to insert such data. The data provided should be
sufficient to uniquely identify the source, allow readers to find it, and allow readers to initially evaluate it
without retrieving it. To be avoided When an article is already consistent, avoid: Generally considered helpful
The following are standard practice:
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Chapter 3 : Chicago Style Citation Generator - Citation Machine
How to Cite a Book in MLA 7 Book - A written work or composition that has been published - typically printed on pages
bound together. Book citations in MLA 7 style generally contain the author name, book title, publication city, publisher,
year published, and the medium of the work (i.e. "Print" for print books).

Access date is only required if the source may change over time. Attach quote Enter the quote or text that you
are referencing above. Always check for grammar error before handing over your paper. Add reference
Glossary of Selected Terms Annotation Brief summary of or your personal thoughts on a source. Can be
added to the end of a citation. Date Accessed The month, day, and year a work was accessed or reviewed
online. Electronically Published The date month, day, year a work was published online. Not always shown on
a webpage. Place of Publication The city, state, or country of the publisher. Depending on the style, you may
or may not need this information. Suffix Abbreviation tagged on to the end of a name that provides additional
information about a person. This includes suffixes like Jr. Title The title is what the work you are citing is
called. If there is no title, some styles ask for a description of the source instead. It is how you find a page on
the internet; the address of the web page. Here is one example. Oil on wood, Watercolors on paper, Bronze,
etc. Contributor Either a person, group, or organization that contributed to a piece of work. This includes, but
is not limited to, an editor, writer, performer, interviewer, and director. Author Person who originally wrote or
made a book, blog, poem, play, article, podcast, digital image, etc.
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Chapter 4 : APA Citation Guide: How to Cite a Book in APA
Get the facts on citing and writing in APA format with our comprehensive guide. Formatting instructions, sample papers,
and citation examples provide you with the tools you need to style your paper in APA.

This page provides you with an overview of APA format. Included is information about referencing, various
citation formats with examples for each source type, and other helpful information. See more across the site.
This involves indicating that the work of other individuals is included in your project, which is one way to
prevent plagiarism. Be careful of plagiarism! Thankfully, plagiarism can be prevented. One way it can be
prevented is by including citations in your research project. Want to make these citations quickly and easily?
This guide explains how to make citations. There are two types of APA citations. When you add text
word-for-word from another source into your project or take information from another source and place it in
your own words and writing style known as paraphrasing , you must make an in-text citation. These citations
are short in length and are placed in the main part of your project, directly after the borrowed information. The
other type of citations, which are called reference citations, are found at the end of your research project,
usually on the last page. Included on this reference list page are the full citations for any in-text citations found
in the body of the project. These citations are listed in alphabetical order, one after the other. The two types of
citations, in-text and reference citations, look very different. In-text citations include three items: Reference
citations include more information such as the name of the author s , the year the source was published, the
title of the source, and the URL or page range. Why is it Important to Include Citations? Including citations in
your research projects is a very important component of the research process. The American Psychological
Association is an organization created for individuals in the psychology field. With close to , members, they
provide educational opportunities, funding, guidance, and research information for everything psychology
related. They also have numerous high-quality databases, peer-reviewed journals, and books that revolve
around mental health. The American Psychological Association is also credited with creating their own
specific citation style, which is a popular way to create citations. This citation format is used by individuals
not only in the psychology field, but many other subject areas as well. Education, economics, business, and
social sciences also use this citation style quite frequently. Click here for more information. Why Was This
Style Created? This format was first developed in in order to form a standardized way for researchers in the
science fields to document their sources. Prior to the inception of these standards and guidelines, individuals
were recognizing the work of other authors by including bits and pieces of information, in random order. You
can probably imagine how difficult it was to understand the sources that were used for research projects!
Having a standard format for citing sources allows readers to glance at a citation and easily locate the title,
author, year published, and other critical pieces of information needed to understand a source. Click here to
learn more about why the American Psychological Association created this citation style. The Evolution Of
This Style This citation style is currently in its 6th edition and was released in In previous versions of APA
format, researchers and scholars were required to include the date that an electronic resource was accessed. In
addition, names of databases were included, and only the name of the city was included in the publication
information. Now, it is no longer required to include the date of access as well as the name of the database in
an APA citation. In , the American Psychological Association released a revised manual just for electronic
resources. This was released due to the increase in the amount of technological advances and resources.
Citations The Appearance of Citations There are two types of citations: In-text, also called parenthetical
citations, are found in the body, or text, of a research project. See the next section below to learn more about
how to format and include in-text citations in your project. Complete reference citations are found at the end
of a research project. These reference citations are longer and include all of the information needed to locate
the source yourself. Full citations for all of the in-text citations are found here. The format for citations varies,
but some use this general format: Books have a certain format, websites have a different format, periodicals
have a different format, and so on. If you would like to cite your sources automatically, Citation Machine is a
citation generator that will make the citation process much easier for you. When using a direct quote,
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paraphrasing information, or simply referring to a piece of information from another source. Quite often,
researchers and scholars use a small amount of text, word for word, from another source and include it in their
own research projects. This is done for many reasons. In addition to using the exact words from another source
and placing them into your project, in-text citations are also added anytime you paraphrase information.
Paraphrasing is when you take information from another source and rephrase it, in your own words. When
simply referring to another piece of information from another source, also include an in-text citation directly
following it. In-text citations are found after a direct quote, paraphrased information, or reference. They are
formatted like this: This information is included in order to help the reader locate the exact portion of text
themselves. According to a study done by Kent and Giles , student teachers who use technology in their
lessons tend to continue using technology tools throughout their teaching careers. Head to our homepage to
learn more. Click here to learn more about crediting work. Reference List Citation Components As stated
above, reference list citations are the full citations for all of the in-text citations found in the body of a research
project. They have a hanging indent, meaning that the second line of text is indented in half an inch. See
examples below to see what a hanging indent looks like. The format for citations varies based on the source
type, but some citations use this general format: Retrieved from URL Learn more about each component of
the reference citation and how to format it in the sections that follow. Include the initials for the first and
middle names. End this information with a period. Two or More Authors When two or more authors work
together on a source, write them in the order in which they appear on the source, using this format: If you plan
on using a free APA citation tool, such as Citation Machine, the names of the authors will format properly for
you. Include the full date for newspapers, the month and year for magazine articles, and only the year for
journals and all other sources. If no date is found on the source, include the initials, n. Titles When writing out
titles for books, articles, chapters, or other nonperiodical sources, only capitalize the first word of the title and
the first word of the subtitle. Names of people, places, organizations, and other proper nouns also have the first
letter capitalized. For books and reports, italicize the title in the citation. Strange case of Dr. The saga of an
American family. For articles and chapters in APA referencing, do not italicize the title. Wake up the nation:
Public libraries, policy making, and political discourse. For newspapers, magazines, journals, newsletters, and
other periodicals, capitalize the first letter in each word and italicize the title. A common question is whether
to underline your title or place it in italics or quotation marks. In this citation style, titles are never underlined
or placed in quotation marks. They are either placed in italics or not. When a source sits alone and is not part
of a larger whole, place the title in italics. If the source does not sit alone and is part of a larger whole, do not
place it in italics. Books, movies, journals, and television shows are placed in italics since they stand alone.
Songs on an album, episodes of television shows, chapters in books, and articles in journals are not placed in
italics since they are smaller pieces of larger wholes. Additional Information about the Title If you feel it
would be helpful to include additional information about the source type, include this information in brackets
immediately following the title. Use a brief descriptive term and capitalize the first letter. Jurassic Park
[Motion picture]. Besides [Motion picture], other common notations include:
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Chapter 5 : 4 Ways to Cite a PDF - wikiHow
How to Cite a Kindle eBook. Just like the printed versions, e-books need to be cited as well whenever a part of it is used
in a scholarly paper. There are three main ways of citing sources: MLA style, APA style, and Chicago Style.

PDF books have page numbers that typically correlate with the print version of the title, and those page
numbers may be used for citation purposes. EPUB eBooks are formatted with reflowable text, which means
the text resizes to fit the viewing window, and therefore they do not have stable pagination. Most citation style
guides, particularly in the humanities, make allowances for eBooks without stable page numbers. Here is an
example: If the work does not have fixed page numbers, but is divided into stable numbered sections or
chapters, cite the number of the chapter or section. Here is an example using a book without page numbers,
but with chapters: Oftentimes the page numbers displayed on a digital reader are fluid, and adjust depending
on the device and font size. Do not use these page numbers â€” they will not appear consistently to other users
because they are session-specific and meant to signal your place in the work. If the book is published in a
universal standard, such as EPUB or PDF, end the citation with the source of retrieval, or the database from
which the eBook was obtained. For those books, insert the version Kindle book, nook book, iBook version in
square brackets after the title. Here is an example of a reference for a Kindle book. For more information on
determining whether to use a book reference or a chapter reference, see the APA Blog. Use the reference
guideline for the entire book and insert the editor of the volume after the title of the book and the page
numbers of the chapter at the end. Anna Seward and the Dynamics of Female Friendship. Here are two
examples: To cite a direct quotation, also provide page numbers if the eBook has set page numbers. If the
eBook is in an EPUB and does not have consistent page numbers, you can use any of the following: Here are
some examples: The APA Style Blog has a number of other examples of how to incorporate a direct quotation
into your text. APA Style Expert and http:
Chapter 6 : Wikipedia:Citing sources - Wikipedia
Use the following template to cite a e-book or pdf using the Harvard citation style. For help with other source types, like
books, PDFs, or websites, check out our other guides. To have your reference list or bibliography automatically made for
you, try our free citation generator.

Chapter 7 : Citing EBSCO eBooks - Support - EBSCO Help
This is known as the secondary source because it is one step removed from the original source of the idea or quotation.
In your text, name the original work and provide the citation for the secondary source.

Chapter 8 : Q. How do I cite an online book with no page numbers? - FAQ + LibAnswers
by Chelsea Lee. E-book readers, like the popular Kindle from calendrierdelascience.com, are revolutionizing the way we
interact with the printed calendrierdelascience.comgh most e-book content has leaned toward the nonscholarly, major
textbook manufacturers are now partnering with Amazon to produce e-textbooks, with a pilot program to be run at six
universities in Fall

Chapter 9 : EasyBib: Free Bibliography Generator - MLA, APA, Chicago citation styles
Citing an e-book from an e-reader E-book is short for "electronic book." It is a digital version of a book that can be read
on a computer, e-reader (Kindle, Nook, etc.), or other electronic device.
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